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Directions from OR Tambo International Airport in 
Johannesburg (434 km):

Follow the N1/N3 towards Johannesburg and then at exit 113 
take the N4/N12 towards Emalahleni/Witbank/ Middelburg 
towards Nelspruit/Mbombela. After Middelburg, turn left on 
the R540 towards Belfast/Dullstroom and then turn left at 
the top of the off-ramp towards Emakhazeni. In the centre 
of town, turn right towards Dullstroom/Lydenburg then 
continue through Dullstroom and on to Lydenburg. Pass 
through Lydenburg taking the R36 to Ohrigstad through 
the Abel Erasmus Tunnel to Hoedspruit. In Hoedspruit, once 
crossing over a bridge over the railway line, the road stops at 
a four-way crossing. 

Turn right onto the R40 towards Klaserie/Bushbuck Ridge. 
Take the first road to the left, pass the shopping centre on 
your right-hand side and continue towards the entrance of 
the Hoedspruit Wildlife Estate. You will meet with your hosts 
at the Avis office, which is located at the lefthand side just 
before the gate of Hoedspruit Wildlife Estate. You will enter 
the estate together with your hosts.

Please bear in mind that the maximum speed limit in 
the Hoedspruit Wildlife Estate is 40 km/hour. After the 
entrance keep right and follow the road. Keep on following 
Knoppiesdorring Road until the first road on your right which 
is Kierrieklapper. Ubuntu Luxury Villa is situated half way of 
this road after you drive through the curve on your right-hand 
side at number 370.

You can’t miss our sign at the righthand side of the road.

Directions from Kruger National Park (69 km):

From the Orpen gate drive towards the R40. At the R40 go 
right towards Phalaborwa. After 2 km go right again on the 
R40 direction Phalaborwa and Eastgate. Continue on this 
road for about 20 km until you see the Total gas station on 
your left. At this 4-way stop turn right. You continue down 
this road until you reach the access gate to Hoedspruit 
Wildlife Estate. Please report to the security guards at the 
visitors gate.  You will meet with your hosts at the Avis office, 
which is located at the lefthand side just before the gate of 
Hoedspruit Wildlife Estate. You will enter the estate together 
with your hosts. 

Please bear in mind that the maximum speed limit in 
the Hoedspruit Wildlife Estate is 40 km/hour. After the 
entrance keep right and follow the road. Keep on following 
Knoppiesdorring Road until the first road on your right which 
is Kierrieklapper. Ubuntu Luxury Villa is situated half way of 
this road after you drive through the curve on your right-hand 
side at number 370.

You can’t miss our sign at the righthand side of the road.
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